
HR Solutions to Business Problems
There are a variety of reasons a business will outsource HR depending on the size of the organization,  
their ability to control operational overhead costs, and the desire to reduce time spent on administration. 
Whatever the reason, some organizations find it beneficial to partner with an HR outsourcing firm for  
payroll processing, benefits administration, employment compliance, risk management and other  
employee related tasks. 

How do you know if outsourcing HR is the right solution? Here are some things that 
may suggest a need for HR expertise.
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Challenge Solution
Overwhelming amount of  
administrative HR tasks

Gain access to a team of HR professionals and robust technology  
platform. Details of employment will be expertly handled  
and organized.

Inefficient or no HR processes We customize a scalable structure to fit the needs of your organization 
best. Our people and processes assist a broad range of companies at 
different stages of growth and need.

Attract and retain talent Build and support a winning corporate culture, including a Fortune 
500-style benefits package and HR infrastructure to rival your  
biggest competitors.

Un-controlled overhead costs Let us take care of the negotiations and details on some of your  
employer overhead costs, including benefits and taxes.

Fear of non-compliance Our experts assist in keeping you compliant now and through  
upcoming changes.

Growth or downsizing Assistance with strategic business scaling including recruiting and  
onboarding or layoffs.

Payroll mistakes or tax filing issues Payroll professionals assume responsibility for ensuring correct  
payrolls and tax filings.

Multiple-state payroll processing  
and compliance

Experts in payroll processing with experience in multiple states’ laws, 
rules, and tax rates.

Inconsistencies in HR practices across 
multiple locations or states

One HR strategy with consistent implementation and execution.

Too many vendors Streamline insurance, time and attendance, payroll, background testing 
and many other HR vendors under one umbrella.

Outdated employee handbook Review and update of handbook and policies with continual periodic 
updates and employee receipt tracking.

Lack of experience with performance 
management

Managerial guidance and training by HR professionals to handle  
employee relations issues including performance management.



Who experiences it? 
 
This may depend on the size of the company, but generally, we speak to:

For more information, contact:
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CFO/COO:  
This person is focused on the business operations  
and is looking to increase profit margins and control 
costs. They are looking for ways to bring profit into 
the business by reducing or controlling overhead  
and need administrative help to see their strategies 
executed in a cost-effective and efficient manner.

Owner/CEO/President:  
The owner has a high level view of the company and 
needs to be strategic and focused on the business  
but are often burdened with tactical HR duties. 

Accountant, General Manager, or  
Executive Administrative Assistant:  
This colleague helps run the business and is often 
overburdened with administrative HR tasks or lack  
of strategic direction.
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